Student Impact

“The Emerging Leaders Program was a great way to exercise the skills we learned in the classroom and put them to real use. I’d recommend the program to anyone looking to be creative, gain experience, and work with talented faculty and staff or just to network with fellow students you normally would not get the opportunity to meet.”

— RYAN ZULEWSKI
MBA, SUSTAINABILITY

“I not only met many talented, bright individuals in my team but also other graduate students in this Emerging Leaders program, which offers me a lot of connections in the industry. The program is a great opportunity for me to learn, apply and utilize my academic and professional learning into real life enriching experience.”

— HIMANSHU MAHADIK
MBA CANDIDATE

“The Emerging Leaders Program provided me the opportunity as a student to learn from and build relationships with faculty and staff from all different backgrounds and experiences. I was really inspired watching how everyone successfully contributed to the group and supported one another.”

— EMMA CURRAN
M.S. INDUSTRIAL/ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY CANDIDATE

“Working on ELP Project was one of the best experiences for me to work at the SF State University. I implemented a lot of my managerial and technical skills that I learned from my MBA Program, which was the valuable part.”

— SAVAN MANDALIA
MBA, INFORMATION SYSTEMS

“As Student Assistant I experienced first-hand how the ELP created diverse teams across different departments that worked unified on one specific project. My take-away is the importance of synergy effects, which occurred by forming those multi-disciplinary teams.”

— MAX G. ZSCHOCH
MBA FINANCE CANDIDATE